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Cheque Deposit Kiosk
To provide hassle free and convenient banking services through alternate delivery channels to customer by
leveraging Technology, Aplab has launched an innovative Self Service cheque deposit kiosk.

Convenient 24 X 7 cheque
deposit facility

No need to stand in Queue or fill
any deposit slip

Instant receipt of cheque deposit
with clear Image of the cheque

Integration to Cheque Truncation
System

Secure cheque collection box
with lock and key

Cheques are stacked in serial
order
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Self Service Kiosk
Cheque Deposit Facility
Customer can deposit cheques by entering few details prompted by the system and he/she would get instant
receipt with cheque image and date/time stamp. CTS compatible front, back and UV scanned images would
be transferred to CTS server through backend server. This facility will help reduce the time taken for clearing
process and there is no need of scanning /entering the cheque details by the branch/service branch staff as
this machine is having the feature of capturing necessary details.
Where the CTS integration is not required, the machine is works as cheque deposit box with instant receipt.
Branch staff has to remove cheques from the machine (Onsite/Offsite) and send these cheques to service
branch as per normal clearing by following existing guidelines. Account number of cheque will be printed on
the backside of cheque.

Process of Cheque Deposit
l
Customer selects the cheque deposit menu.
l
Machine asks the user to enter the A/C number in which the amount is to be credited.
l
Machine displays name of the account holder which is fetched from the CBS and asks the
customer to confirm.
l
After confirmation, machine will prompt the user to insert the cheque.
l
After processing of the cheque, machine allows depositing more cheques in the same account,
if required by the user.

Technical Specification
CABINET

Front service modular lobby model. MS Enclosure 18 Gauge.

PC

Dual Core 3.0GHZ, 2GB RAM,500GB HDD.

MONITOR

15“ Touch screen ( SAW).

CHEQUE SCANNER

(CTS compatible)

Option 1

Low Volume Image scanner with front and Rear camera along with one line
endorsement.

Option 2

High Volume/ heavy duty UV scanner with front and Rear camera along with
one line endorsement printer, Auto Skew (Auto alignment), Auto Shutter.

RECEIPT PRINTER

3" high speed thermal printer with auto cutter, 200 mm/sec, 203 DPI.

DEPOSIT BOX

Serial Stacker Cheque Collection Box.
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